
Poland



Wellcome to Poland
▪ Hello, Wellcome to Poland. My name is Rafał. 

Today I will be your guide. We are going travel
around Poland. This trip will be unforgetable. 

▪Let’s start.



Maluch („small one”)

▪ And now I’m inviting you to take a seat in the 
legendary Fiat 126p, also called „Maluch”(which
means „small one”). 



Warsaw
First stop is Warsaw-the capital city of Poland



Warsaw

▪ The symbol of this city is Mermaid



Warsaw
▪ A very characteristic building in this city is Palace of 

Culture and Science. It is the highest building in 
Poland.



Warsaw
▪ The  Next building is PGE National Stadium - the 

largest stadium of Poland. It was built on Euro 
2012. It is the only stadium in Poland with a 
retractable roof. 



Warsaw

▪ Warsaw is the only city in Poland which has
a metro



Warsaw

When you are in Warsaw it is worth to see: 

▪ -Warsaw Uprising Museum

▪ -POLIN Museum of the History of Polish Jews

▪ -Copernicus Science Centre



Gdańsk
Next stop is Gdańsk. It is the largest city of  Baltic Coast. 



Gdańsk

▪ The city is a part of Tricity (Gdańsk-Sopot-Gdynia)



Gdańsk

▪ The first building we are going to see is PGE Arena 
Gdańsk. It was built on Euro 2012. It looks like an
amber. 



Sopot

▪ Now we are going to Sopot. Sopot is the summer
capital city of Poland.

▪ First we will visit the Sopot Pier.  It  is 511.5m long, 
which makes it the longest wooden pier in Europe.  



Plażing

▪ Now I invite you to “plażing” (this is how we call
sunbathing)



Cracow
Next stop is Cracow.
It is the second largest city in Poland 
and capital city of Poland to 1795r. 



Cracow

▪ Crakow has the oldest university in Poland -
Jagiellonian University  



Cracow

▪ We can’t miss Wawel - a fortified architectural
complex on the left bank of the Vistula river in 
Kraków. According to the legend  in a cave under
Wawel lived a Dragon. 



Cracow

▪ Now we are going to the market place to see the 
Cloth Hall, which is a medieval comercial hall.



Zakopane
Next stop is Zakopane. 
Zakopane is the winter capital city of Poland



Zakopane

▪ This city host Ski Jumping World Cup every year.



Zakopane

▪ The famous street in Zakopane is Krupówkistreet. 
Here you can buy everything but especially
famous are Oscypki (sheep cheese ). 



Zakopane

▪ Next we are going to the Kasprowy Wierch  by 
cableway. Kasprowy Wierch is one of the highest
mountain in Tatras. 



Wadowice
Our next and last stop is Wadowice



Wadowice

▪ Wadowice is a home town of Karol Wojtyła
(Pope Saint John Paul II)

▪ This town is famous for papal kremówki 
(Napoleonki)



Poland
On the way to Wroclaw I will tell you about Poland and I will compare our countries.



Area

Poland

▪ 312 679 km²

Icealand

▪ 103 125 km²



Population – 2015

Poland

▪ 38 483 957 

Icealand

▪ 325 671 



GDP

Poland

14 378 USD

Icealand

▪ 44,575 USD



Currency

Poland

▪ Złoty

Icealand

▪ Icelandic króna



Official language

Poland

▪ Polish

Icealand

▪ Icelandic



Dominated Religion

Poland

▪ Roman Catholic

Icealand

▪ Evangelical Lutheran Church of 
Iceland



Thank you
See you later


